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Chromatin immunoprecipitation coupled with massive parallel sequencing (ChIP-seq) is a powerful
technology to identify the genome-wide locations of DNA binding proteins such as transcription factors or
modified histones. As more and more experimental laboratories are adopting ChIP-seq to unravel the
transcriptional and epigenetic regulatory mechanisms, computational analyses of ChIP-seq also become
increasingly comprehensive and sophisticated. In this article, we review current computational
methodology for ChIP-seq analysis, recommend useful algorithms and workflows, and introduce quality
control measures at different analytical steps. We also discuss how ChIP-seq could be integrated with
other types of genomic assays, such as gene expression profiling and genome-wide association studies,
to provide a more comprehensive view of gene regulatory mechanisms in important physiological and
pathological processes.

INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in next generation sequencing (NGS)
technologies have enabled scientists to investigate a
variety of molecular events occurring on the genome with
high resolution and accuracy [1–4]. These NGS technol-
ogies have been applied to many scientific and clinical
areas including detection of genetic variations (e.g., SNP
calling) and quantification of RNA transcripts (e.g., RNA-
seq). One of the most successful NGS applications is
chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) accompanied by
NGS, or ChIP-seq, which can map the in vivo genome-
wide binding sites of DNA-binding proteins such as
transcription factors (TFs) or modified histones.
In chromatin immunoprecipitation, cells are lysed [5]

and protein-DNA interactions are crosslinked to form
covalent bonds by formaldehyde or other chemical
reagents. Then the crosslinked DNA is sheared by
sonication or DNA-cutting enzymes (e.g., micrococcal
nuclease, often called MNase) into 150–500 bp-long
fragments. Those DNA fragments crosslinked with the
DNA-binding factor of interest are immunoprecipitated
using an antibody specific to the factor. ChIP can be

applied to a wide range of DNA binding factors, including
TFs, transcription co-activators, co-repressors, chromatin
regulators, and modified histones. After reverse cross-
linking the protein-DNA complexes, the pulled-down
DNA fragments are PCR amplified and then subjected to
massively parallel sequencing (see Metzker’s review for
details of various NGS technologies) [1]. Finally, when
the resulting ChIP-seq reads are mapped back to the
genome, the locations of the factor-DNA interactions can
be identified.
ChIP-seq can provide important insights towards gene

regulatory process particularly in combination with
transcriptomic profiles from expression microarrays or
RNA-seq, since ChIP-seq can help identify genes directly
regulated by the factor (see the section Integrate with gene
expression profiles for details). For instance, ChIP-seq
and its predecessor ChIP-chip (i.e., ChIP coupled with
tiling microarray technologies) have been used to study
how nuclear hormone receptors (e.g., androgen receptor
or estrogen receptor) and their cofactors (e.g., FoxA1)
cooperate to regulate gene expression in prostate and
breast cancers [6,7]. ChIP-seq has also been employed in
many stem cell studies to associate the core regulatory
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circuitries of stem cell TFs such as Oct4, Nanog or cMyc
with cell fate [8–12]. These transcriptional regulation
studies have led to the recent development of techniques
to capture the higher-order chromatin interactions [9,13–
22], which provide clues as to functional interactions
between TF binding sites and the promoters of their target
genes.
Likewise, since the pioneering studies of histone mark

ChIP-seq in the human CD4+ T-cells [23,24], researchers
have actively adopted ChIP-seq to investigate the
biological functions of many histone marks. The
ENCODE and modENCODE consortia, for example,
conducted ChIP-seq of important histone marks in many
cell states in human, worm, and fly [25,26], and used
statistical modelling to annotate different chromatin states
by the combinatorial patterns of different histone marks
[27–29]. These studies help identify previously unanno-
tated functional elements in the genomes.
A number of algorithms for ChIP-seq analysis have

been developed. In this review, we will provide an
overview of the analytical workflow for ChIP-seq and
summarize the key concepts and challenges for each step.
In particular, we will introduce useful quality control
strategies at different analytical steps, which are useful for
data interpretation. We will also discuss methods to
integrate ChIP-seq with other types of high-throughput
data for more comprehensive understanding of important
physiological or pathological processes.

CONSIDERATIONS OF ChIP-seq EXPERIMENTAL

DESIGN

The quality of ChIP-seq critically depends on the
sensitivity and specificity of the antibody for a DNA-
binding factor. Specific antibodies give strong and clean
binding enrichment information, while weak and non-
specific antibodies have increased background noise.
Another important issue related to experimental design is
the use of control experiments to adjust the bias caused by
chromatin accessibility [30]. In most cases, DNA from
chromatin input (i.e., chromatin sample before IP), mock
immunoprecipitation (IP) (i.e., IP without antibody) or
non-specific IP (e.g., IP against immunoglobulin G) has
often been chosen as a control sample. For more detailed
topics on ChIP-seq experimental design, the advantage
and disadvantage of different types of control, we refer
the readers to a recent review on ChIP-seq [31].
Advances in NGS technologies enable ChIP-seq to be

conducted at greater genome coverage at lower price [3],
and recover weaker binding events. Saturation of ChIP-
seq depends on the nature of DNA-binding factor,
antibody sensitivity, and specific research focus. It can
be evaluated by sub-sampling total sequencing reads, and
computing the recovery rate of ChIP-seq peaks [31]. In

general, a deeper sequencing is recommended for factors
with diffuse binding patterns or repressive functions than
those with sharp binding patterns or active functions. It is
also important to sequence the IP and control at
comparable depth to allow unbiased peak calling. Along
with the improvement of NGS technologies, the devel-
opment of methods for multiplexing samples by barcod-
ing (i.e., multiple samples are processed at a single lane)
can increase efficiency without excessive increase in time
or cost [32–35].

ChIP-seq DATA ANALYSIS WORKFLOW

A number of computational and statistical tools have been
proposed and developed for addressing specific aspects of
ChIP-seq analysis. We will describe them in the following
subsections. In addition, we would like to highlight
integrative analysis platforms such as Cistrome [36] and
CisGenome [37,38], which provide comprehensive work
environments for users to conduct most of the necessary
analyses in one place. Independent algorithms and tools
for specific purposes will be introduced in the context of
the analytical workflow for ChIP-seq within each of the
subsections. It is also important to develop quality control
(QC) standards at each analytical step, so we have
included suggestions on the potentially useful QC
strategies.

Reads mapping

Raw data from NGS platform often appear in fastq
format, containing short DNA sequence and quality
scores. In general, the first step of ChIP-seq analysis starts
with mapping these raw reads to the reference genome.
Several algorithms have been developed to quickly map
millions to hundreds of millions of short sequencing
reads. The popular ones include ELAND (Illumina®),
Bowtie [39,40], BWA [41,42], MAQ [43], Stampy [44],
Novoalign [45], and SOAP2 [46]. Among them, Bowtie,
BWA, and SOAP2 adopt the Burrows-Wheeler transfor-
mation, which was originally developed as a data
compression technique in the 1990s [39,41]. Choosing
appropriate mapping software depends on sequencing
platform, speed requirement, and hardware resources. For
example, if data come from the SOLiD platform, tools
supporting colorspace are the ideal choices, such as BWA.
If speed is the major consideration, Bowtie is preferred.
For further reading, See Bao et al.’s review paper for more
detailed comparisons of the above aligners [47].
Quality control (QC) can be conducted for reads

mapping. In order to simplify analysis, usually only reads
mapped to one unique location in the genome (called
uniquely mapped reads) with minimum allowed mis-
matches (e.g., up to two mismatches) are kept for
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downstream analysis. In case a ChIP-seq read is mapped
to multiple locations on the genome, a general solution is
to randomly assign one of the locations to it. Often, the
ratio of the number of uniquely mapped reads over the
total number of ChIP-seq reads can be an assessment of
library quality. From statistics of publicly available ChIP-
seq datasets, ratios of over 50% suggest good library
quality. Another useful QC measure is the number of
redundant reads that are mapped to the same genomic
coordinates, because high redundancy rate suggests PCR
amplification bias from limited ChIP material. The ratio
of redundant reads over all mapped reads should ideally
be below 50%.

Peak modeling and identification

The sequence reads mapped to the genome are subject to
peak calling to detect regions with significant enrichment
of ChIP signals with respect to the background (e.g.,
control if available). For most of ChIP-seq experiments
with single-end sequencing, DNA fragments are
sequenced from the 5’ ends; as a result, bimodal
distributions, surrounding the true binding site, are
formed from reads mapped on the + and – strands
respectively (red and blue curves in Figure 1A). There-
fore, to precisely detect the correct binding site, some
peak callers empirically model the distance between the+
and – strand modes [48,49], and extend the tags towards
their 3’ direction by the estimated distance (Figure 1B).
Then, the pile of the extended tags forms a peak (Figure
1B) and its summit represents the most probable binding
location. One QCmeasure at this step is the ability of peak
callers to properly model the+/– mode distance, and

failing to model the distance suggests potential biases in
the sonication and library construction steps, or that the
factor of interest binds to diffuse regions rather than point
sources.
Next, peak callers calculate the statistical significance

(e.g., p value) of the enrichment level of ChIP signals in
selected regions comparing to a background model. Due
to the discrete nature of NGS data, most of the peak
callers adopt the binomial [50], Poisson [48,51,52],
negative binomial (almost equivalent to the Poisson
based on local average) [37,53] distributions or simula-
tion-based modelling [49,54] to compute statistical
significance of the ChIP enrichment over background. A
few widely-used peak callers include MACS [48], Sissr
[55], SPP [49], and USeq [50]. In our opinion, different
distributions are same in essence. For example, negative
binomial is a generalized Poisson, and dynamic Poisson
based on empirical local lambda is a more generalized
version of negative binomial, etc. So they provide similar
sensitivity and specificity. But different peak callers have
their own rationality, and are different in positional
accuracy of predicted binding sites. More detailed
description and comparison of different peak callers are
available in separate studies [31,56–58].
Detected peaks also need to be checked in terms of

quality, where false discovery rate (FDR) or fold change
against the background (e.g., control tag counts in the
same region) is often used. FDR is defined as the expected
proportion of false positive peaks in a list of detected
peaks [59–61]. Several peak callers provide empirical
[48,50,54,62–64] or model-estimated [37,38,51,52] FDR
or q-value (minimum FDR at a given p value cut-off) for
each peak, and 5% FDR is the most commonly accepted
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Figure 1. A schematic of peak modelling for ChIP-seq. (A) The bimodal distributions of + and – sequence reads (red and blue
arrows, respectively) surrounding a transcription factor binding center (marked by the yellow vertical arrow). The distance (d)
between the summits of the + and – distributions is considered to be an estimate of the length of DNA fragments pulled down by the

antibody. (B) The ChIP enrichment signal can be obtained as the count of the + and – sequence reads extended by the estimated d

at every base.
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value for peaks of good quality. The empirical FDR can
be calculated as the number of control peaks passing
certain cut-off divided by the number of ChIP-seq peaks
passing the same cut-off. Model-estimated FDR can be
computed through permutation or random sampling. Fold
change, the ratio of tag counts between IP and control in
the peak region, is also an intuitive measure of peak
quality. A fold change of 5 is generally recommended as a
reasonable cut-off, and an enough number (e.g., >50%)
of peaks with over 20-fold is an indicator of good ChIP-
enrichment.
In addition to the above mentioned peak callers, there

are also peak callers with more specialized functions, such
as calling positioned nucleosomes from nucleosome-
resolution histone mark ChIP-seq (i.e., MNase-digested
fragments) [65], identifying diffuse regions enriched by a
broad mark [51], combining multiple ChIP-chip or ChIP-
seq sets for the same factor for consensus peak calling
[66]. As more and more ChIP-seq data (or existing ChIP-
chip data) become available, these peak callers with
special functions will become more useful for data
integration.

Visualization tools

Most people view their ChIP-seq data either as signal
profiles or as called peaks on a genome browser. The most
widely used visualization environment is the University
of California Santa Cruz (UCSC) genome browser (http://

genome.ucsc.edu) [67] (Figure 2). In addition to the
standard browser functions, this web-based application
also provides other important genomic information,
including tracks for gene annotation (e.g., refseq or
UCSC known genes), evolutionary conservation, anno-
tated SNPs [68,69], and data from NIH funded genomics
consortia such as ENCODE [70].
As a web server, UCSC genome browser has limita-

tions in response speed, which are mostly related to the
process capability of the server and Internet connection.
In contrast, stand alone genome browsers such as IGV
(http://www.broadinstitute.org/software/igv/home) [71]
and IGB (http://www.bioviz.org/igb/) [72] can efficiently
display large data sets and enable the user to visualize
genomic datasets from either a local computer or a remote
date warehouse and navigate quickly at multiple scales. It
also supports the simultaneous display of other types of
genomics data tracks such as aligned NGS reads,
mutations, copy numbers, gene expression, DNA methy-
lation, and gene annotations as well [71]. Other NGS
genome browsers are also available and we refer readers
to their individual publications [37,38,73–79].

Use of replicates

Biological replicates can help identify more confident
peaks for ChIP-seq experiments. Intuitively, successful
ChIP-enrichments should be consistent across biological
replicates. Replicates should have similar signal profiles
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Figure 2. An UCSC genome browser snapshot of ChIP enrichments of NF-κB and H3K79me2 in human lymphoblastoid
cell line GM12878 from ENCODE data. The bottom gene track shows RefSeq genes near the binding sites. While NF-κB shows

sharp binding patterns (the 1st green track from the top), H3K79me2 diffuses over a broad region (the 3rd green track). The black
horizontal bars represent peaks called by MACS. The control tracks of DNA inputs (the 2nd and 4th green tracks) are used to model
the background including the chromatin bias in ChIP-seq. The significance of binding site detection is estimated considering the

background from the control; therefore, region A (near chr11 62610000) of NF-κB is not identified as a peak because its background
level is relatively high compared to region B (near chr11 62625000) although the ChIP enrichments of these regions are similar.
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and peak regions. One measure of consistency is the
percentage (e.g., > 50%) of overlapping peaks between
two replicates, which can be easily visualized using a
Venn diagram (Figure 3A). Another measure is the
correlation coefficient (e.g., over 0.6 between replicates)
of ChIP-seq signals over selected genomic intervals (e.g.,
every 1 kb or 2 kb) or over the union peak regions of the
replicates (Figure 3B).
The ENCODE/modENCODE consortia proposed a

third statistical measure of replicate consistency called
Irreproducible Discovery Rate (IDR). IDR measures the
proportion of inconsistent peaks over the consistent peaks
across replicates at certain threshold [80], and also
considers whether the peak ranks (based on p value or
FDR) in the replicates are correlated or not. Thus, IDR
informs not only the significance of individual peaks but
also the consistency between two replicates. As the
decreasing cost of NGS allows increasing number of
ChIP-seq experiments to have replicates, IDR will be
useful to provide more robust peak calls from the
replicates. A typical threshold of IDR is 1% [80].

Use of other prior genomic information for quality
assurance

Since the genomic era began in the late 1990s, increasing
amount of knowledge, including evolutionary conserva-
tion, TF binding motifs, and gene annotations, has been
accumulated in the public domain. In this section, we will

discuss how to use such knowledge to assess the quality
of ChIP-seq data.

Use of evolutionary conservation

Cis-regulatory elements that harbour TF binding sites are
in general under more evolutionary constraint. Therefore,
most identified peaks in a successful ChIP-seq experiment
show more evolutionary conservation than background
sequences in the genome. PhastCons scores [81] (e.g.,
that downloaded from UCSC genome browser) provide
precomputed evolutionary conservation score at every
base in a reference genome. When aligning good
transcription factor ChIP-seq peak at the peak summit
or center, the average PhastCons conservation scores near
the summit or center are typically higher than the
surrounding regions (Figure 4A).

Use of TF DNA binding motifs

TFs bind to DNA in a sequence-specific manner, so peaks
from successful TF ChIP-seq should exhibit significant
enrichment of the TF binding motif. Binding motifs can
be represented as a position weight matrix or virtualized
as a sequence logo, both of which indicate the nucleotide
preference of the factor at each motif position (Figure 4B).
Currently, several databases of known TF binding motifs
are publicly available [82–84]. In addition, many
experimental and computational groups continue to

QB

Figure 3. A sample analysis for two replicates of NF-κBChIP-seq fromENCODE data. (A) The Venn diagram of the peak sets

identified from the two individual replicates at the same cut-off for peak calling (7281 and 7525 peaks, respectively). A large
intersection indicates high consistency between the replicates (e.g., > 50%). (B) Another consistency measure is to see the pair-
wise correlation of ChIP enrichments of the replicates. Each dot represents the average ChIP enrichments of the replicates every

2 kb. Consistent replicates show a tight distribution around the local regression line (red), resulting in a large correlation coefficient
(e.g., 0.86 in this example).
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derive better or previously uncharacterized TF motifs
from new genomic technologies or data [85,86]. Enriched
sequence motifs can be identified from either de novo
methods or known motif scanning [87–90] at TF ChIP-
seq peaks. In addition, a motif could be identified with
better confidence if its occurrences are more frequently at
the peak summits or centers than at the surrounding
regions [91]. A common procedure for motif finding is to
focus on top ranked ChIP-seq peaks (typically top 1000
ranked by p value) in order to avoid noises from weak
binding sites.

Use of DNase I hypersensitive sites and HOT regions

Deoxyribonuclease (DNase) I hypersensitive sites are
chromatin regions that are more susceptible to cleavage
by this DNA cutting enzyme than other regions. DNase I
hypersensitivity often indicates DNA accessibility asso-
ciated with a local reduction in nucleosome occupancy
[92–94]. DNase I hypersensitive sites are broadly
enriched in bodies of highly expressed genes, and sharply
enriched in functional regulatory sequences such as
promoters and enhancers, which are targeted by many
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Figure 4. Useful QC measures for ChIP-seq peak calling. (A) The average PhastCons score at TF binding sites can be used to
assess the quality of ChIP-seq peak calls. The plot indicates that the center of NF-κB binding sites is more evolutionarily conserved

than the background. (B) If ChIP-seq is successful and the factor of interest has specific DNA binding motifs, the motifs should be
significantly enriched near the summits of detected binding sites. This example shows that a NF-κB binding motif registered in
JASPAR database was found at NF-κB binding sites. (C) The pie chart visualizes the distribution of H3K36me3 peaks over different
categories of elements such as promoter, UTRs, coding exon, and intron. Since H3K36me3 is associated with transcriptional

elongation, its peaks are primarily present in exons (i.e., 9.6% in the pie chart) and introns (i.e., 76.7%). (D) This trend was also
observed using the meta-gene plot of H3K36me3 ChIP enrichment. Every gene was normalized to have the same length of 3 kb and
then the average ChIP signal was profiled on the meta-gene including 1 kb upstream and downstream of TSS and TTS. The red and

purple lines represent the average ChIP enrichments of H3K36me3 on highly expressed (top 10%, red) and lowly expressed
(bottom 10%, purple) genes, respectively, which shows that H3K36me3 is positively correlated with gene expression levels.
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TFs. Recently, the ENCODE and Roadmap Epigenomics
consortia released the DNase-seq data of many human
and mouse cell lines and tissues [25,95]. These data
provide a comprehensive repertoire of the locations of
TFs, chromatin factors, and histone marks [25,95]. Peaks
of a successful ChIP-seq experiment overlap over 80%
with the DNase-seq peaks, and this could be another
evidence of good data quality.
In published ChIP-seq studies, some regions called

High-Occupancy Targets (HOT) are constantly enriched
in almost all ChIP experiments. They often lack the
binding motif of the factor of interest, and might be
caused by protein-protein interactions of unknown factors
with the factor of interest or experimental artefacts during
the ChIP process [96–98]. It is advisable to filter the HOT
regions before downstream analysis, and high percentage
of ChIP peaks in the HOT regions raises a red flag on data
quality.

Use of the statistics of peak distribution

TF binding sites and modified histone regions are
generally enriched for cis-regulatory elements. For
example, many TFs bind more frequently in promoters
than the rest of the genome (Figures 4C and 4D) and
histone marks such as H3K36me3 are enriched over the
exons of actively transcribed genes. Although these
properties vary widely based on the factor or modification
being tested, to test the consistency of a priori knowledge
and observed enrichment patterns can be used to evaluate
ChIP-seq data quality. Several software packages are
available to provide summary statistics on the distribution
of ChIP-seq peaks or visualize average ChIP-seq enrich-
ment signals on annotated cis-regulatory elements
[38,99].

Differential peak identification

Transcriptional and epigenetic regulation studies often
need to identify differential binding of a factor between
two or more biological conditions. For example, a recent
work by Wang et al. showed androgen receptor (AR)
binding changes when its co-factor FoxA1 was knocked-
down in the prostate cell line LNCaP [100]. One simple
method is to run peak calling in separate conditions
followed by intersection analysis to identify unique peaks
for each condition, but it might miscall a region when it is
barely above and below the peak calling cut-off in the
respective conditions. Another method is to conduct peak
calling between the two ChIP-seq conditions treating one
as the control [101], but it might erroneously detect a
region that is weak in both conditions but significantly
enriched in one condition over the other. A more
specialized algorithm uses a Hidden Markov Model to

detect differential binding through probabilistic model-
ling of the ChIP-seq profiles in two conditions [102], but
the method has limited resolution. Next significant
version of MACS: MACS2 (https://github.com/taoliu/
MACS/) that attempts to address all these issues based on
four paired treatment and control samples is currently
available under continuous testing and improvement.
There are some existing algorithms initially designed for
differential expression studies on RNA-seq data, such as
edgeR [103], DESeq [104], and bayseq [105], which can
be modified and applied to ChIP-seq as well. As more
ChIP-seq data over multiple conditions become available,
the increasing importance of differential peak calling will
accelerate the effort to develop better algorithms.

INTEGRATIVE ANALYSIS WITH OTHER GENOMIC

DATA

Integrate with gene expression profiles

ChIP-seq data of TFs, chromatin factors, and histone
marks often need to be interpreted in the context of gene
regulation, which requires predicting the target genes that
are regulated by the factor and its binding sites. The
methods for determining the potential target genes of a
factor generally depend on the factor type and binding
patterns. For example, most TFs and some histone marks
are characterized as sharp binding patterns on either
proximal or distal regions to transcription start sites
(TSSs). In such case, the distance between each binding
site to its nearest gene tends to show a strong association
with the expression level or dynamics in expression of the
gene. Please keep in mind that, although this strategy
works in many cases, it neglects the fact that there would
be long-range interactions between cis-regulatory ele-
ments and their target genes. With more understanding on
high-level chromatin structure, we would revise target
gene prediction method extensively. On the other hand,
for some other histone marks with pervasive enrichment
over a region, the coverage as well as the enrichment level
of the mark on the promoter, exons, or body of a gene are
important variables for determining whether the gene is a
target.
One important subject of integrative analysis of ChIP-

seq with expression profiles is to infer whether a given
factor mainly functions as a transcriptional activator or a
repressor. In order to perform such analysis, expression
profiling should be conducted where the activity of the
factor is perturbed (e.g., through hormone activation or
siRNA knockdown). If a histone mark is studied, gene
expression can be profiled in the same way by perturbing
the activity of the modifying enzyme that is associated
with the histone mark. Once the target genes of binding
are predicted, another useful analysis is to examine their
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potential biological functions. Before experiments are
conducted to validate the function of binding, computa-
tional analysis of gene annotation/ontology could provide
important clues as to whether the target genes are enriched
for specific biological processes or pathways.

Target gene prediction

1. Target gene prediction for factors with sharp binding
patterns

The effect of TF binding on gene expression often
attenuates with the distance to the gene, but could reach
hundreds of kb from the target genes [7]. Therefore,
distance-based target gene prediction is useful for most
TFs and some histone marks with sharp peaks in
promoters or enhancers (i.e., distal intergenic or intronic
regions). This group of histone marks includes
H3K4me1/2/3 (H3K4me3 more enriched at promoters,
H3K4me1 more enriched at enhancers, and H3K4me2
enriched at both), H3R17me3, most acetylation marks,
and the histone variant H2A.Z. Simple target prediction
could be based on the nearest distance (e.g., within 1 kb
for promoter binding and within 10 kb for enhancer
binding) between factor binding sites and TSSs of genes.
If expression profiling with factor activity perturbation is
available, limiting genes with significant differential
expression between the perturbation conditions could
refine the targets. An alternative to using the nearest
distance is to count the number of binding sites within a
given distance range (e.g., 100 kb) since more binding
sites in proximity are thought of as evidence of increased
regulatory potential of the factor to the target gene [106].
This approach could be further refined by weighting the
different binding sites by their distances to the target gene
[107].

2. Target gene prediction for factors with pervasive
binding patterns

Chromatin factor and histone marks related to transcrip-
tional elongation or repression often show pervasive
enrichment patterns over broad regions. For instance,
H3K36me3 is broadly present in the exons of expressed
genes while H3K27me3 or PRC2 complex tend to enrich
at silenced genes [108]. It is informative to stratify genes
according to their expression levels and see the relative
enrichment of the mark in each of the strata. Figure 4D
displays average ChIP signals of H3K36me3 on the meta-
gene (by dividing every gene into the same number of
bins) at different gene expression levels in human
lymphoblastoid cell line GM12878 [23]. Since
H3K36me3 is a transcriptional elongation mark, top
10% expressed genes have significantly higher

H3K36me3 enrichment than bottom 10% expressed
genes. By computing the ChIP-seq coverage over gene
body or exons (normalized by the gene or exon length)
and selecting genes with the top (e.g., 30%) coverage, one
can predict the H3K36me3 associated genes.

Factor function as transcriptional activator or repressor

The role of a factor as a transcriptional activator or
repressor can be inferred by the expression changes of
target genes when the activity of the factor is perturbed by
activation, overexpression, knockdown, or knockout. For
example, if genes with reduced expression in the knock-
down or knockout of the factor are more likely to harbor
the binding sites of the factor in proximity than genes with
increased expression, this will be considered as important
evidence that the factor acts as a transcriptional activator.
This concept is illustrated in Figure 5 [109,110]. Using

distance of binding to all the genes as background, we
could see that in the prostate cancer cell line LNCaP,
androgen receptor binds much closer to the up-regulated
genes than down-regulated and background genes, which
implies that it primarily serves as a transcriptional
activator. In contrast, in the breast cancer cell line MCF-
7, estrogen receptor appears to be equally close to both
down- and up-regulated genes. The statistical significance
of these observations can be evaluated using a non-
parametric test such as the one-side Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test.

Target gene annotation based on gene ontology and
biological pathways

Researchers are often interested in seeing whether the
target genes of a factor binding are enriched for specific
pathways or biological processes. Many gene ontology or
annotation analysis tools are publicly available, which are
summarized at the Gene Ontology website (http://www.
geneontology.org/GO.tools.shtml). A few particularly
user-friendly tools that are not in the list include
DAVID [111,112] and Panther [113], which take gene
list as input, and GREAT [114], which takes binding site
coordinates as input. GREAT assigns target genes based
on gene-binding distance which might have some
disadvantages, but it can detect function or pathway
enrichment with better sensitivity because it could have a
richer meta-annotation gene list [114]. Gene set enrich-
ment analysis (GSEA) also conducts ontological analysis
on the target genes, and its unique gene sets provides
more extensive annotation searches [115].

Integrate with other TF ChIP-seq data

TF ChIP-seq experiments often reveal novel associations
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between multiple TFs. Motif discovery has been
previously suggested as an important ChIP-seq QC
measure, and it can also be used to predict collaborating
factors [116]. Crosslinking stabilizes not only the
covalent link between TFs and DNA, but also that
between interacting TFs, which allows ChIP of one factor
to enrich the targets of the collaborating factors. If motif
discovery on the peaks of one factor finds not only the
known motif of its own, but also a significantly enriched
motif of another factor, it suggests that the two factors
may interact. Sometimes many factors with the same
DNA-binding domain share similar motifs, so to pinpoint
the exact factor binding to the collaborating motif requires
analysis of expression data. If a factor is highly expressed
in the cell and correlated in expression with another factor
being ChIPed cross a panel of related tissue samples
[117], they may be putative collaborating partners.
Protein-protein interaction experiments and prior litera-
ture might provide additional insights.
The candidate co-factors selected by the aforemen-

tioned methods are often further analyzed by ChIP-seq.
The Venn diagram (or Euler diagram in case of more than
two factors) is also used to see the potential association or
colocalization between different DNA binding factors
when the ChIP-seq data of these factors are all available.
In many cases, the regions co-occupied by collaborative
factors (i.e., the intersection in the Venn diagram) are
considered to be more important for understanding the

detailed gene regulation event governed by these factors
together. There are publicly available software to call such
colocalized regions from the peak lists of multiple factors
in UCSC BED format [36,118,119]. In addition, heat-
maps are very useful to display ChIP signals of different
factors across their union of binding sites (e.g., from –1
kb to 1 kb from the binding summit or center). Coupled
with clustering methods (e.g., hierarchical or k-means
clustering), heatmap analysis can provide better binding
site classification than the Venn diagram by grouping
binding sites with similar ChIP enrichment patterns across
multiple factors (see Figure 6 for more details [120]).

Integrate ChIP-seq data from multiple organisms

Many biomedical experiments are conducted on model
organisms, so it is interesting to investigate whether
mechanisms discovered for a factor in model organisms
such as round worm or fruit fly still hold true in more
complex organisms such as human. As for ChIP-seq, this
question can be answered by comparing ChIP-seq profiles
of orthologous factor in multiple species. Several studies
have found that while the binding sites of the factors
diverge extensively between species, the target genes of
highly conserved TFs are mostly preserved across species
[121,122]. However, some recent studies examining
ChIP-seq reads mapping to repetitive regions of the
genome also found significant rewiring between factor

QB

Figure 5. A distance-based method for inferring the role of a sharply binding TF as a transcriptional activator or
repressor. (A) Each curve is the cumulative distribution of the distances from genes to the nearest AR binding sites in prostate

cancer cell line LNCaP. The red and green colors correspond to the sets of genes that are up- and down-regulated by DHT
treatment, respectively. The black dotted line indicates the distance distribution of all genes, which can be used as a background
distribution. From this analysis, it can be seen that AR more directly regulates the up-regulated genes than the down-regulated ones.

(B) A similar analysis was done with breast cancer cell line MCF-7. When it compared to AR (A), ER regulates the up- and down-
regulated genes by E2 treatment almost equally.
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and target gene over evolution through transposable
element turnover [123,124]. To accurately detect enrich-
ment in repeat regions, more efforts are needed to develop
algorithms that can better utilize multiply mapped
sequence reads.

Integrate with epigenetic ChIP-seq data

Since ChIP-seq of histone methylations [23] and acetyla-
tions [24] were first profiled in human CD4+ T-cells,

increasing efforts to study histone marks in more cell
states and organisms have yielded better understanding of
epigenetic regulation. These include the mod/ENCODE
and Roadmap Epigenomics consortia and individual
studies [23,24,27,125]. For example, it has been revealed
that many histone modifications delineate important
elements such as active or repressed promoters (e.g.,
H3K4me3 or H3K27me3, respectively [126]), actively
transcribed exons (e.g., H3K36me3 [127]), and active
enhancers (e.g., H3K27ac [128] and H3K4me1 [129]).

QB

Figure 6. An example analysis for the ChIP-seq data of two collaborating factors. (A) The Venn diagram of Rev-erbα and
HDAC3 (histone deacetylase 3) binding in mouse liver. This shows that Rev-erbα and HDAC3 are highly colocalized. However, this
example is an extreme case for highly collaborating factors. In general, collaborating factor ChIP-Seq peaks tend to show a smaller
intersection than that between two replicates of the same factor. (B) The scatter plot of the ChIP-seq enrichments of the factors at

their union binding sites (blue dots) and a regression line (red line). The correlation coefficient of these two factors was also
calculated (0.89). (C) Heatmap analysis for Rev-erbα and HDAC3 binding sites. The heatmaps also confirm the high association of
these two factors (left and right). The binding sites with similar binding patterns are grouped using k-means clustering (k = 4) and

distinguished by yellow horizontal lines. The 1st and 2nd groups reflect strand bias in binding. The individual groups can be further
analyzed by associating with differentially expressed genes.
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Also, histone marks such as H4K20me3 and H3K9me3
indicate transcriptionally silenced state over very broad
heterochromatin domains. In addition, although different
histone marks have different antibody specificities, many,
especially histone acetylations, have similar enrichment
characteristics and probably redundant regulatory
mechanisms [24]. Several groups have attempted to use
machine-learning algorithms such as hidden Markov
models to infer combinatorial enrichment patterns of
histone marks and other chromatin factors [27–
29,130,131]. These combinatorial patterns also reduce
the redundancy in histone mark profiles. They can be used
to segment the whole genome into regions of distinct
chromatin signatures, and predict previously unidentified
functional elements in the genome.
An interesting follow up is to identify enriched

transcription factor motifs on the putative enhancers that
are inferred from histone mark profiles. If conducted on
different cell types and integrated with gene expression
analysis, this could yield important insights to cell-type
specific transcription factor activities [29]. Putative
transcription factor binding sites can carry enhancer
histone marks before active binding of transcription
factor. This histone mark pattern often changes upon
binding, which is characterized by a displacement of the
nucleosome at the binding site and stronger marking and
better positioning of the nucleosomes flanking the site.
Therefore, motif analysis conducted on the dynamics of
histone mark profiles at single-nucleosome resolution can
potentially improve the prediction accuracy of transcrip-
tion factor binding [91,132]. This approach has drawn
attention recently as an effective pre-screening measure to
find key transcription factors responding to developmen-
tal or environmental stimulations [106]. Likewise, in
another study, the chromatin state dynamics based on
histone mark profiles were used to link enhancers with
their target promoters based on correlation estimation.
Then, predictions were made for cell-type specific active
or repressive TFs through the integration of motif analysis
results and gene expression profiles [29].

Integrate with genome variation and disease data

DNA sequence variations such as single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNP) on transcription factor binding
sites may influence the binding affinity of the factors.
Several studies have attempted to assess the potential
impact of allele-specific SNPs or indels on chromatin
structure or TF binding sites [133–136]. Interestingly, the
majority of disease-associated loci discovered from
genome-wide association studies (GWAS) are located
on introns or distal intergenetic regions. ChIP-seq data of
transcription factors or histone marks can provide hints on
the mechanisms of these disease SNPs. For example,

H3K4me2 ChIP-seq helped identify a tissue-specific
enhancer in the cancer risk loci on the human 8q24
region that might regulate Myc expression [135].
Copy number variation (CNV) studies can also be

linked with ChIP-seq analysis [137]. For example, while
studying the enrichment of TF binding in amplified
genomic regions can reveal novel pathological pathways
originating from the CNVs, they might also yield false
positive peaks calls [137]. Therefore, caution should be
taken to reduce the false positive ChIP-seq peak calls by
using CNV information from other sources or proper
chromatin input controls.

CONCLUSION

The recent improvements in NGS throughput have
dramatically enhanced the dynamic range of ChIP-seq.
Illumina® HiSeqTM 2000, for example, can generate up to
200Gb of sequence data per run. In addition, technolo-
gical developments in automation, batch processing, and
multiplexing also improve data production efficiency and
lower cost. We expect increasing number of laboratories
to adopt ChIP-seq for gene regulation studies, and each
study to generate ChIP-seq data in multiple factors in
more physiological or pathological conditions.
Most published ChIP-seq studies in vertebrate species

are conducted on cell lines, since tissue or tumour samples
often have heterogeneity and insufficient cell count for
ChIP-seq (106 cells recommended). While some groups
isolate relatively homogenous cell population from tissue
for ChIP-seq [23,24,138,139], others try to improve the
ChIP-seq protocol to work on smaller starting material
[140,141]. A recent study proposed a method for single-
tube linear DNA amplification that can avoid possible
artefacts and bias during the amplification process, so
ChIP-seq can be conducted on a few thousand cells [142].
Third generation single-molecule sequencing technolo-
gies might be an alternative solution to small sample
experiments that we look forward to.
In addition to ChIP-seq, other NGS genomic assays that

profile genome-wide chromatin states have also been
useful for understanding gene regulation. A comprehen-
sive and unambiguous set of genomic binding sites for a
transcription factor can also be revealed by ChIP-exo
[143]. DNA methylation profiles from bisulfite sequen-
cing (BS-Seq) can identify both 5-methylcytosines and 5-
hydroxymethylcytosinesat base-pair resolution [144–
147]. DNase-Seq is a cost effective method for profiling
cis-regulatory elements in open chromatin regions. In
addition, Hi-C [19] or ChIA-PET [16–18] can help infer
complex long-range three-dimensional chromatin inter-
actions, for example between promoters and enhancers.
Each of the above techniques helps provide additional
salient view of the chromatin, and they could be
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integrated with ChIP-seq to more clearly understand gene
regulation.
For integrative studies, it is essential to establish

computational pipelines that perform meta-analysis of
multiple datasets using a variety of algorithms and tools.
It is also crucial to integrate researchers’ unpublished data
with relevant publicly available genomic data to effec-
tively refine biological hypotheses. There are already
public resources such as the UCSC genome browser that
provide processed and curated data for such integrative
analysis [70].
As more high-throughput assays on gene expression

and DNA binding activities become available, there will
be increasing need for systems biology approaches to
infer the associative or causal relationships between genes
or proteins. Most early systems biology efforts focused on
inferring network structures of gene regulation based on
co-expression patterns from microarray data [148–152].
From a systems biology point of view, TF binding and
epigenomic data can provide additional information on
the linkage and directionality between nodes of transcrip-
tion factors, chromatin factors, and other genes [153–
155].
NGS technologies have improved our ability to detect

genetic variations in non-coding regions. Also, increas-
ingly improved statistical methods have been proposed to
distinguish true variations from sequencing artifacts or
errors [156]. As we previously discussed, DNA sequence
variations could affect TF binding affinities and nearby
gene expression, so ChIP-seq can help to explore the
function of GWAS-identified disease loci in non-coding
sequences. In addition, the coming years might also see
epigenome-wide association studies conducted on tissues
of populations to better understand diseases susceptibility
or mechanisms.
In conclusion, since its invention, ChIP-seq has become

a powerful tool for revealing transcriptional and epige-
netic regulation in many cell systems. It still continues to
evolve through the development of more advanced
sequencing and sample production technologies. For
ChIP-seq analysis, many computational and statistical
applications have been developed and are now being
organized into more comprehensive analytical pipelines.
Finally, increasing efforts to integrate ChIP-seq with other
types of high-throughput genomic assays will offer a
more comprehensive perspective on complex regulatory
mechanisms controlling a variety of physiological and
pathological processes.
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